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“In Japanese, ma the word for space suggests interval.  It is best described as a consciousness of place, not in the sense of an enclosed 

three-dimensional entity, but rather the simultaneous awareness of form and non-form deriving from an intensification of vision”. 

(http://www.columbia.edu/itc/ealac/V3613/ma/) 
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PERFORMANCE NOTES: 

This piece starts with a single instrument and ends by mutual consent.  

It is for a minimum of 3 instrumentalists, and can be performed on any pitched instrument. Listen to each other & Improvise using the tempered 

pitch classes (pc’s) - C#, D, E, F# & G only (in any octave). Other and/or out of tune pitches are not neccessarily encouraged, diversity of timbre is. 

 

 

Tempo = 60 bpm.  Strict adherence to tempi is recommended along with panrhythmic exploration. Any time keeping devices used should be 

inaudible to an audience. 

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS: 

From Nicomachus of Gerasa’s “Manual of harmonics” via Partch, Cowell, & Rhimann et al, pitch has been derived from and defined by numeric 

ratios; undertones and overtones are symmetrical extensions of the fundamental. Inspired by the Doppler effect, red shift, octave stretch, and 

universal expansion in general, the pentatonic field;  C# (+1)D (+2)E (+2)F# (+1)G is a symmetrical isomorphic Lie scale extended from PC ‘E’, which uses 

the smallest possible extended isomorphic chromatic sub divisions beyond +/-1... , is a segment of the Locrian mode, D major & B minor scales, 

whilst alluding to the Persian, Phrygian, Octatonic (both 0,1 and 1,0), Tritone, & Iwato scales. By eliminating other pitches this “universal” scale 

remains suspended, with all “potential” scales existing simultaneously. The sound is consequently pulled in numerous directions, depending on 

the pitches chosen by the performers at any given moment.  
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The fixed field (C# D E F# G) also contains a centrally symmetrical & isomorphic configuration of all possible intervals (2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2): 

2 x Major 7th (11) - D -> C# & G -> F#,  

2 x minor 7th (10) - E ->  D   & F# -> E,  

2 x Major 6th   (9) - E ->  C# & G -> E 

1 x minor 6th   (8) - F# -> D   

2 x Perfect 5th (7) - F# -> C#, G -> D   

1 x Tritone       (6) - C# -> G 

2 x Perfect 4th (5) - C# -> F#, D -> G   

1 x Major 3rd    (4) - D ->  F#  

2 x minor 3rd    (3) - C# ->  E, E -> G,  

2 x Major 2nd   (2) - D ->  E, E -> F#  

2 x minor 2nd   (1) - C# -> D, F# -> G  

 

Similar patterns are also found within the arrangement of partials in the harmonic series’ of the utilised pitch classes, as follows;  

 

16(+1) 17(+2) 19(+2)21(+1) 22 from the C# harmonic series,  

15(+1) 16(+2) 18(+2) 20(+1) 21 from the D harmonic series,   

4(+3) 7(+1) 8(+1) 9 - 7(+1)28(+1)29(+3)32 from the E harmonic series,  

13(+1) 14(+2)16(+1)17 from the F# harmonic series, &  

11(+1) 12(+3) 15(+1)16 from the G harmonic series. 

 

 

“The Master sees things as they are, without trying to control them. 

She lets them go their own way, and resides at the center of the circle” 

(Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching) 


